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HANGER KITS
In selecting a set of springs you will need to identify a spring hanger kit. 

This kit comprises the spring hangers, pins, rockers etc for attaching the spring set to the chassis of the trailer or caravan. It does 
not include the axle fitting components. (See U Bolt Kits) 

The hanger kits for single axles contain the parts for one axle fitment. The hanger kits for tandem axles contain the parts for fitting 
two axles. 

To select the appropriate hanger kit: 

n Identify the type of spring, i.e. slipper, parabolic, shackle etc. 

n Identify the axle kit type, i.e. single or tandem 

n Identify the shackle pin size, (see the spring chart) i.e. 1/2”, 9/16” etc. 

n For shackle springs check the eye to eye length as there are two kit options. i.e. 700/711mm and 835mm  
 (different centre hangers and rockers are used.) 

Select the part number you need for your combination. 

n Identify the type of spring, i.e. slipper, parabolic, shackle etc.
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TRAILER SHOCK ABSORBER KIT
When a traditional sprung axle requires an improved smoother ride, shock absorbers are an economical and simple enhancement. 

Rough roads and corrugations can cause vibration that can cause premature failure of trailer components, shock absorbers are a 
possible solution to improve the spring rate in relation to bumps in the road and reduce the amount of vibration. 

Please note adding shock absorbers do not increase the carrying capacity of the suspension.   

658006 
Bottom bracket (Single) left hand (suit 
60mm springs)

658007 
Bottom bracket (single) right hand (suit 
60mm springs)

658003 
Shock absorber, single for beam axles 
(Black) Note: Number stamped on shock 
absorber is 283722  refer to part number 
658003.

658005 
Shock absorber kit. Suits single beam axle 
set (Suit 60mm springs)

658001 
Top bracket (single)
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TRAILER SHOCK  
ABSORBER KIT

PART NO DESCRIPTION

658001 Top Bracket (single)

658006 Bottom Bracket (Single) Left Hand (Suit 60mm springs)

658007 Bottom Bracket (Single) Right Hand (Suit 60mm springs)

658003 Shock Absorber – Single for beam axles (Black)

658005 Shock Absorber Kit – Single beam axle set (Suit 60mm springs)

    




